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ISSUES, AND ACTIVISM



MOST WELL-KNOWN ECO-ARTIST?

Andy Goldsworthy



ARTISTS USING DISCARDED MATERIALS TO 
MAKE A STATEMENT



EL ANATSUI. BORN IN GHANA IN 1944. HTTPS://WWW.SOTHEBYS.COM/EN/ARTISTS/EL-ANATSUI



EL ANATSUI, ADINKRA SASA, 2014. 



FLORENTIJNHOFMAN. BORN IN THE NETHERLANDS IN  1977. 

HTTPS://WWW.UAPCOMPANY.COM/ABOUT/CREATIVES/FLORENTIJN-HOFMAN



FLORENTIJNHOFFMAN. SLOW SLUGS, 2017. 



ARTISTS VISUALIZING DATA



KAITLIN POMERANTZ AND JOHN BRODERICK HERON.  PHILADELPHIA-BASED ARTISTS.



KAITLIN POMERANTZ AND JOHN BRODERICK HERON. RIVER PRINTS, 2013-ONGOING. 



HUNG I-CHEN, GUOYI-HUI, & CHENGYU-TI. DESIGN STUDENTS AT THE TAIWAN UNIVERSITY OF THE ARTS. HTTPS://NEWS.CGTN.COM/NEWS/3D59444E784D444E/SHARE_P.HTML



HUNG I-CHEN, GUOYI-HUI, & CHENGYU-TI. POLLUTED WATER POPSICLES., 2017.

HTTPS://WWW.DESIGNINDABA.COM/ARTICLES/CREATIVE-WORK/THESE-%E2%80%98POLLUTED-POPSICLES%E2%80%99-ARE-DRAWING-ATTENTION-TAIWAN%E2%80%99S-CONTAMINATED-WATERS



SEMICONDUCTOR (RUTH JARMANAND JOE GERHARDT). BASED IN THE UK. 



SEMICONDUCTOR (RUTH JARMANAND JOE GERHARDT). COSMOS, 2014.



ARTISTS TAKING ACTION



PEDRO REYES. BORN IN  1972 IN MEXICO CITY. 

HTTPS://WWW.SIGHTUNSEEN.COM/2019/11/PEDRO-REYES-MEXICO-CITY-DESIGN-STUDIO-TOUR/



PEDRO REYES. PALASPOR PISTOLAS(GUNS INTO SHOVELS), 2008. 



JAE RHIMLEE. BORN IN SOUTH KOREA IN 1975. HTTPS://SCIENCE.HOWSTUFFWORKS.COM/ENVIRONMENTAL/GREEN-SCIENCE/MUSHROOM-BURIAL-SUIT.HTM



JAE RHIMLEE. INFINITY BURIAL SUIT, 2008. HTTPS://WWW.SCIENCEALERT.COM/THIS-MUSHROOM-SUIT-DIGESTS-YOUR-BODY-AFTER-YOU-DIE



RON FINLEY. BORN AND BASED IN LOS ANGELES, CA. 



POTTED PLANTS GROW IN ABUNDANCE IN AND AROUND THE SWIMMING POOL IN RON FINLEY’S BACKYARD. THE MURAL WAS PAINTED BY FINLEY’S ADULT SON DELFIN. (MEL MELCON/ LOS ANGELES TIMES)

HTTPS://WWW.LATIMES.COM/LIFESTYLE/STORY/2020-07-10/GARDENING-WITH-GANGSTA-GARDENER-AND-MASTERCLASS-TEACHER-RON-FINLEY



CONTACT

Joy Bertling

Assistant Professor of Art Education

University of Tennessee

jbertlin@utk.edu



Susan Dorsey, Visual Artist and Educator
National Geographic Resources, Project Examples to Support Global Education 
Collaborations

This workshop will discuss the development of 
international art and science curriculum 

collaborations, while introducing resources to 
support this exchange through the National 

Geographic Educator Certification.



Thank you!

Email: susan.jennifer.dorsey@gmail.com

Website: 
https://explorerexchange.wordpress.com/

Susan Jennifer Dorsey | LinkedIn

Instagram: @susan.hurite

Twitter: @SusanJDorsey

mailto:susan.jennifer.dorsey@gmail.com
https://explorerexchange.wordpress.com/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/susan-jennifer-dorsey/


EXPLORING DESERT ECOLOGY ON OPEN SIM
Eco Guardians vs. The Stingers vs. Swirling Dust Devils  

MARY STOKROCKI – Professor Emerita, Arizona State University



Ecology-Ecosystem

Ecology is the study of environmental issues and the ecosystem, a complex web of  interconnected and 
dependent ingredients (Marshall, 2005). It can be a form of  place making where “changes in one part 
if an ecosystem will impact other parts— often in surprising and far-reaching ways” (McGonigal, 2011, 
p. 298). By using  action research, we study a relational world (Gradle, 2007). Picture of the Sonoran  
Desert and Superstition Mountains in Background.

When asked What is an ecosystem? Fifty percent of the students (4/8) responded a  place where animals 
and plants live.



Action Research
• Action research involves continuous involvement  and improvement 

(Robson, 2002) in three stages.

• Data collection consisted of pre and post  questionnaires, student 
interviews, & daily note  taking were paramount data methods. 
Content  analysis involved a simple tables and  Comparative analysis 
with Han’s (2015) study  who does similar research.

• Results are interpretations to generate insights.



Virtual World Context:  
OpenSim

• Virtual worlds are digital online community  environments that 
is designed and shared  by individuals (Stokrocki, 2014).

• Open Sim or Open Simulator (OS) is a virtual  world constructed 
by 3-D modeling software  to make a virtual world environment 
with  multiple users and practices  (Opensimulator, 2012) using a 
gamification  approach.

• Sponsored by University of British Columbia, this is a new 
parcel site on the  Open Sim under the direction of Dr.  
Sandrine Han.

• This cycle is a Comparison Study with HS  students in 
Vancouver, British Columbia.



Creating Standards
The study incorporates creating standards, concepts, media, and art-making approaches, (6th) 
DEMONSTRATE OPENESS IN TRYING NEW materials, methods Proficient level: Engage  in making 
a work of art; Connecting and Reflecting (National Art Education Association, 2014). More specifically, 
we used Arizona Department of Education (2015) HS proficient  anchor standards including 1) 
Creating – Shape an artistic investigation of an aspect of present-day life using contemporary 
practices of art or design; 2) Connecting – Document  the process of developing ideas (pre, post test, 
group PowerPoint] that reflect group  concerns [virtual world Build features and eco-problems] from 
early stages to elaborated ideas [solutions]; Responding – Interpret an artwork [class installation], 
supported by  relevant and sufficient evidence [subject matter, Build features, theme].

Arizona Department of Education. (2015). 2015 Arizona arts standards: Visual 
arts  standards k – high school. Retrieved from http://www.azed.gov/standards-
practices/files/2015/05/2015-visual-arts-standards.pdf

National Visual Arts Standards: National Coalition for CORE ARTS Standards 
(2014).  Reston, VA. www.arteducation.org

http://www.azed.gov/standards-
http://www.arteducation.org/


Gamification & Spiral Curriculum Approach
• Based on spiral curriculum, gamified pedagogy starts with students  experiencing 

the virtual world user interface (Han, 2015, p. 260).

• Gamification is an informal umbrella terms for the use of video game  elements in nongaming 
systems to improve user experience (UX) and user  engagement” (Deterding et al, 2011, p. 1) .

• This game approach can spark interest on how students can “take a more  active role in 
reimaging the real world” (McGonigal, 2011, p. 299).

• Games have four traits: have volunteers, goals, rules, & feedback (based  on McGonigal, 
2011, p. 21) .

• This is my third-year continuation teaching experiment to construct a  virtual world site on 
an ecological theme of living in the Sonoran Desert  using the same real-life context and 
students (Stokrocki, 2014). My virtual  world goal was for students to simulate their Sonoran 
desert and build 3- D creatures, nests, and foliage and a write short story about it.



Sonoran Desert Real Life Context &  Participants
• Located in the foothills of the  Superstition 

Mountains, the school is in Gold Canyon 
Arizona as part of Apache Junction School 
District about  40 minutes east of Phoenix.

• The small contract school with free  tuition is 
a AZ public College Prep  School. It offers 
online computer classes from 5th grade to 
high school with an enrollment of 75 
students app.

• This workshop ran for 2 hours per day  (1:30-
3:30pm) for 4 days during the  last school week 
(May 9-12, 2016)

• The class consisted of 8 students:  Three 
males and 5 female students.
One student who was 13 participated  for three 
years and one student was
17.

• Slow Learning Curve  for Newbies! 
Not all students stay in program



Gamers
All students started with human avatars and three students transformed 
them into overweight superheroes [one was a female posing as a male 
with a bra]

Snoot’s character transformed into the  
Japanese street fighter Ryu from his desktop



Prequestionnaires
Avatar Name

Age

Sex

Abby

9

F

Sydney

1

F

Cloey

11

F

N/A

12

F

N/A

15

F

13

F

Jacob

13

M

Snoot

17

M

What is literacy?
the ability to read and write A type of literature

to understand  
reading and writing. I don't know

The ability to read and understand  
the material. Natural meaning of that word

What is a virtual world?

imaginary world A made up world
a make Believe  

world.
A world that is on a  
computer scree

A world created and built virtually,  
usually for simulations.

Also known as Second life, it is a world that is  
made from a system online and try's to  mimic 

(most of the time) the real world.
Fictional world that is existent in  

movies and games, etc.

What is an ecosystem?
a place where animals live I don't know

a place where  
plants and animals  

live.
A collection of life, whether it be an  

animal of a plant. An area of place that multiple animals live in. A system of mother nature

What does spiritual mean? awaken to the discovery of  
your should Down to Earth things. Your inner being.

To be one with your  
spirit animal. I'm not sure

Could mean that your happy or that you are  
in a religion.

Spiritual being, soul-like, or something  
involving dreams

Where is British Columbia and  
Vancouver? canada I don't know Canada I don't know Canada I don't know

What is a  
desert?

a hot place with rocks, dirt,  
and no water A hot environment

It's a Dry, hot, Dirt,  
or Sandy terrain. I don't know

Any land that is barren and not  
necessarily thriving with human life. An ecosystem

An ecosystem that gets only 11-13 inches of  
rain. An empty landscape in a dry climate.

What desert do we live in? Sonoran Sonoran Desert Sonoran Desert Sonoran Desert Sonoran? Sonoran Desert The Sonoran desert. Would Arizona Count?

What is your favorite desert creature  
[fauna]? Why?

cactus wren

A snake because they are  
very interesting & they  

strike.
Coyotes, Because  
They are smart. Boar

The fennec fox because of how  
adorable they are. Rattlesnake

A coyote, because it is a really cute and they  
are hunters

Scorpion, its skeletal structure is really  
interesting

How do we care for desert [fauna]  
creatures? we leave them water  

sometimes

We call animal control to  
take care of them if they  

are dangerous.
Do not capture  

them. I don't know I'm not sure I don't know So they don't become instinct. I don't know

What is your favorite desert [flora]  
plant? Why?

cactus, because it has  
spikes and it's tall

A cactus because they are  
green & different forms.

Wild flowers,  
because they are  

pretty. Cactus I'm not sure Cactus
A cactus, because it has a very cool growth  

system. Cactus, spikey

How do we care for it?

we give them water
We just make sure they  

are in a hot environments.

Work the soil,  
remove the grass  

and weeds.
Don't mess with it and  
you won't get hurt. I'm not sure I don't know By leaving it alone.

We barely do, but I would assume just  
watering it

What would you like to know about our  
desert? Ask-the-Biologist at ASU: How to plant things and  

have them survive
I would like to know why is  

it always hot?
how much rain per  

year it gets?
I would love to learn all  

the animals in the desert. I'm not sure I don't know Nothing

*Data input as is, corrections were not made for grammar or 
spelling.



Third Year Curriculum
Students built 3-D animals and wrote an  
evolving class pop-up story. My example.

Adjective – Noun – Verb – Adverb

The Rusty Puppies Waited Patiently



Scuffie the Coyote  
is smart and  
scavenges for prey

Students Must Use  2 
Hands to Link  Prim 

Forms. Select  highlighted 
forms  & click “link.”



Students Not Reading Tutorial --

Need Models. Move animal



Torty –the Tortoise, 
the Eco Guardian  of Water

Gilberto started a dome  form 
shell and tile texture.  He used 
wind feature, a  simple 
animation [the arm  shakes]



My Red Robbin likes  
exploring, watching  
people, flying, and  
pooping on people’s  
heads (Cloey Lipps)



Trashcan Adds a Purple Color Beetle, using dome form.



Jacob’s Owl and Saguaro Cactus
Jacob made the cactus using a sculptie
prim form from last year and found a 
texture online. He had to realign the 
vertical texture and form. He struggled this 
year with his Owl.

He discovered that he couldn’t use the 
spherical head and resorted to a cube. 
When he added wings & rotated them on 
each side properly.



Jacob Adjusts his Owl’s Glow 
Feature  at Midnight

He had to turn 
down his glow 
feature because it 
blinded his form in 
the day.



Pop Culture Heroes Kept on 
Appearing

Footnote Only: Snoot’s Rock People[Mortal Combat images] are small endangered  
inhabitants that are located within a small “deserted” area [double meaning}. Their  
population is isolated from civilization and completely docile. The characters  
originated from Mortal Kombat games. Apache warriors also lived in the rocks here  
too.



HELP! One Student Sinks the Terrain!
Snoot Raises the Canyons ++++



Installation Layout. 
In front is The Scorpion Burrough



Dusty likes to sweep up things 
and twirl them around.

Twisting the dome 
form, Syd added grey 
dirt texture, made it  
transparent, enlarged 
&  triplicated it [dust  
devils] (5/9/16).



Syd's Dust Devils Kept the Story Swirling, so the  

Dust Devils are now the Lords of the Land.



FINDINGS
• Hard to get high school students to volunteer. Need more time to  experiment.

• None of the students read the 18-page tutorial provided on their desktop.

• The post questionnaire revealed frustrating technical problems.

• COMPUTER LAG –Slows down the study.

• All students created an eco creature and reflected [wrote] a notecard about its importance.

• Surprise bulldozer accident kept all forms floating. Profs need to limit/explain terrain 
bulldozer.

• The Dust Devils kept the story & their forms twirling with spinning  animation, another 
discovery.

• The 4 oldest students connected the importance of their entries to the desert environment [dust 
devils] and eco-watcher owl & turtle.





Post Questionnaire
POST QUESTIONNAIRE

Most Popular One offs Creative

What is literacy?

What is a virtual world?

Made up, imaginary, fictional

What is an ecosystem?
2 thought just animals

What does spiritual mean? 5 were close to the  
definition. Down to Earth things.

Where is British Columbia and Vancouver?

What is a desert?
Hot, landscape elements. 1 got it scientifically correct.

What desert do we live in? 7 correct
What is your favorite desert creature  

[fauna]? Why? 2 coyotes, 2 snakes Boar, Fox, Scorpion Cactus Wren

How do we care for desert [fauna] creatures?
extinction idea Call animal control

What is your favorite desert [flora] plant?
Why? 6 cactus wild flowers

How do we care for it?
3 leave them alone water and environment Gardening techniques

What would you like to know about our  
desert? Ask-the-Biologist at ASU:

weather and fauna related Sustainability related.



Instructors ask students for permission to modify 
creatures and then teach alongside them. Both 
avatars can work on same example form.

More advanced students learned to make a  
cave, simple rectangle house, and saguaro  
cactuse [2].

They learned to make one part [leg/wing] and  
duplicate it, use animation script and  
transparency [color] feature.

Two students learned to SAVE - rebuild the terrain 
with the bulldozer [terrain tool]. Ask a nearby 
avatar for help. Second Life has Groups; like 
Builders Brewery for help.

CONCLUSIONS
What did you learn about  Creating - Building?



What did you Learn [Connecting and  
Responding] about Ecology?

Inspiring reflective ecological learning occurred when students wrote 
about their creations and filled out post- questionnaires (Stokrocki, M., 
with Barnes, K., & York, E.  (2014).
• Their notecard stories were “alliterate,” [first letter  rhyming] fun 

& suspenseful.

• The Stingers story was suspenseful [causes problems].

• When asked about desert learning, one AZ student said, “Sustainability in 
real life.” Only with their instructor’s  questioning and guidance did they 
learn specifics, namely about special glue to combat dust and add more 
trees.



Real Life-Future Implications
At the same time, gigantic dust storms, called 
“haboobs” were storming outside in the real desert.
• Spread more glue over farmland to control the 

dust. Add more trees.



Sandrine Han compares UBC & AZ  students 
(Personal correspondence, August  21, 2016)

• I see more creativity in your students’ works. They 
tried different methods to create and troubleshoot, to 
make things  possible.

• It feels like your students are not afraid to make mistakes. 
They tried many ways to create the world they wanted 
[including accidental mistakes (Smith, & Henriksen,  
2016).



Comparative  
Analysis: A  
Relational  

World
The Desert Ecosystem is a kind of place making where “changes  in one part if 
an ecosystem will impact other parts—often in  surprising and far-reaching ways” 
(McGonigal, 2011, p. 298). Gradle (2007) reminded, “By using action research we 
study a relational world, and we are responsible for its care.”

For example, when Gil bulldozed the land parcel too much, all the other creatures 
and greenery started floating and we all were  alarmed by this terror in real life too! 
Gilbert later mentioned that  Snoot rescued him when Gil bulldozed the land too low, 
and Snoot helped raise sections back up.



Smith, S., & Henriksen, D. (2016). Fail again, fail 
better:  Embracing failure as a paradigm for 
creative learning  in the arts. Art Education, 69(2), 
6-11.



Creativity Never Ends in Rapidly  
Changing Worlds

Noted biologist Wright explained, ‘The human imagination is this amazing 
thing . . . I think this ability is probably one of the most important 
characteristics of humanity » (McGonigal, 2011, p. 299). Marshall, J. (2005). 
Connecting art, learning and creativity: A case for curriculum integration. 
Studies in Art Education, 46(3),  227-241.
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z

I have three goals for my presentation:
1. highlight several artists and art educators who provide approaches to environmental issues, 
2. demonstrate how art education, art, and design form an experiential bond for ecological 

care and social justice creating a future while staying in the present.
3. set the stage for two graduate alumni to present their research projects 

“...we are in a knot of species co-shaping one 
another in layers of reciprocating complexity all 

the way down” (Haraway, 2008)

Social Justice, Art Education, and the Environment
Dr. Michelle Tillander
University of Florida

mtilland@ufl.edu





Art educators can 
• re-view, 
• re-read, 
• re-make, and 
• re-frame

“social inequality and imbalances of power are at the heart of 
environmental degradation, resource depletion, pollution and even 
overpopulation. The environmental crisis can simply not be solved 
effectively without social justice”. ( Bullard,1993) 



Katerie Gladdys
Seed Cabinet 

(2017-present)

Allison Janae Hamilton 
The peo-ple cried mer-cy in the storm (2018)

The Institute of Queer Ecology (IQECO)
Consumer / Producer Relationships in 

Queer Cultural Ecology  (2017)



Carolina Rousakis (2012)
Ethically Addressing Environmental And Sustainability Issues 
Through Art Education: Art And Social Practice 

https://www.pinterest.com/CarolinaReese/en
vironmental-social-practice/   

https://www.pinterest.com/CarolinaReese/environmental-social-practice/


z Chin / Jeremijenko / Roussel
• adaptable actions that move to equalize relations through challenge 

traditional assumptions and narratives of nature.

• “more response-able, more imaginative, and more capable of practicing the 
arts of living and dying well in a multispecies symbiosis on a damaged 
planet” (Haraway, 2016)



Melinda L. Turnbull (2012)
Go Outside: Preparing an Elementary Art Curriculum Rooted in the Outdoor Exploration of Nature.



z

Furman & Gruenewald (2004) argue 
that ecojustice aims to synthesize 

four educational and political goals: 

Social or environmental justice 
is the analysis of the tensions 
between  

• racism, 
• classism, 
• environmentalism, and 
• economic development

Health

Equity

Diversity

Ecology, environmental 
and justice intersect



Laina Briedis (2020)
Making Connections Between Art and Nature: The Wellness, Environmental, and Educational 
Benefits. 



z

D. B. Rose (2012)

“The idea of ecology is incompatible, moreover, with neutrality: In an 
ecological situation, there is no neutral position from which an arbiter 
could assess rights and duties, nor is there any central and highest 
position from which a ruler could assign to each protagonist its part in 
a harmonious whole.” 

So I ask what matters to you, and how? 

There is a call, that I would repeat to all art education 
practioners. That is to present yourself in terms of your 
own divergence―of what matters to you, and how. 



CREATING AN ARTS-BASED PLAY AREA: 
ONE ART EDUCATOR’S TEACHING AND LEARNINGS (2021)

By Megan Kounnas









Brochures Discovery Journals-by Shilouh



Website: Thebackyardtrail.weebly.com

Instagram: @the_backyard_trail



Photography CairnsWeaving Kinetic 
Art

Art-Themed Stations



Architecture Sculpture Mobile Land Art

Art-Themed Stations



Research Questions:

1. How can an art educator encourage children in her neighborhood to connect to nature 
through art?

1. What art activities might entice children to spend time in and build a relationship with 
nature?

1. Can interactive art activities on a nature trail help build 21st Century Skills?









ANDY GOLDSWORTHY

HENRY DUPRAT

JASMINE MURRELL



Findings



Findings



Positive Community Responses



Graduate Research in Art Education
By: Melissa DeFabrizio - meldefabrizio@gmail.com

University of Florida, 2020

Art, Animals, Advocacy:
Art Education 

for Animal Rights



The Research Questions:
1. How does current art education media 

contain anthropocentric perspectives?

How can art educators encourage students to 
consider animals and nature in their art-making 
practice that is socially responsible? 

Anthropocentrism:
“Human Centered”, according to Blandy and Hoffman (1993, p.4), 

meaning centered around the notion of human superiority.

Speciesist: 
“A failure, in attitude or practice, to accord any nonhuman being equal 
consideration and respect” (Dunayer, 2004,
p. 5).



The Study:
Art Education Media

1) Lesson plans
2) Online Teaching Resources
3) Instructional videos
4) Contemporary artworks
5) Art Materials

Sources found via google using the most 
relevant keyword searches

Terracotta figurine of a camel carrying transport amphorae, late 2nd–early 3rd century 
A.D.; Mid-Imperial. Roman, Egyptian. Terracotta, 4 5/8 in. (11.8 cm). The Metropolitan 
Museum of Art, New York, Gift of Joseph W. Drexel, 1889 (89.2.2093). 
https://www.metmuseum.org/learn/educators/lesson-plans/ancient-animals-at-work

https://www.metmuseum.org/art/collection/search/245523


Criteria:
Lesson plans / Instructional Videos / Teaching Resources

1) Whether the text used possessive pronouns to indicate an attitude of ownership towards animals

2) Whether the text includes speciesist statements.

3) Whether it provides an opportunity to learn about the animal(s) it references. 

4) Whether it addresses animal rights issues in the text through recognition of the human impact on animals and/or their environments. 

For Contemporary Artworks:

1) I evaluated the depiction of the animal as positive, negative, or neutral. 
2) I evaluated if the artwork considers animals and their well being, acknowledges the human impact on their lives and environments and/or provokes 

inquiry into the topic.

Art Materials: 

1) I researched art supplies and their material sources to understand the extent of animal based ingredients used in their production. 
2) This revealed what ingredients are derived from which animals. I also collected the names of alternative products as a resource.



The Results:

Art Supplies: 

● Cows, Pigs, Badgers, Minks, Sables, Wolves, Horses, Rabbits, Insects, 

Cats, Cuttlefish, Squid, Sheep, Ox, Goats, Martens, Weasels, Hogs, 

Squirrels, Goats, Bees used in the production of art supplies.

● Many brands carry both animal-based and animal free products.

● Common products: sizing, watercolors, oil paint/pastels, inks, gesso, 

shellac, flow improver, glue, dyes, and a myriad of brush types.

● The most surprising: Cats and Wolves in the production of  paintbrushes.

Lesson Plans:

7.64%  of total statements used possessive pronouns.

0%  used speciesist statements.

40 %: provided an opportunity to learn about animal(s).
0% : mentions the human impact on animals and their  environments/ 
animal rights issues.

Keyword search: animals art lesson plans

Teaching Resources:

1.44 % of total statements used possessive pronouns.

20% used speciesist statements.
40%  provided an opportunity to learn about the animal(s).

20% mentions the human impact on animals and their environments
/animal rights issues.

Keyword search: teaching art resources animals

Instructional Videos
6.32% of total statements used 
possessive pronouns

20% used speciesist statements.

20%  Provided an opportunity to learn about the Animal(s)

0% mentions the human impact on animals and their environments/ 

animal rights issues.

Keyword search: teach art animals (videos tab)



The Book:

Explores connections between art, art education, and animal 
rights issues.

Arguments the case for an Art Education for Animal Rights.

Explains how to implement with the strategies created.

Gives the educator resources to look at: artists, lesson plans, 
art supplies, organizations, book resources, websites, etc.

Brings current information into one place.

Exemplifies the idea of art made for animal rights advocacy in 
art education.



Strategies:
Applying the ideas of: Humane Education & Critical pedagogy in the context of Social 
Justice Art Education, I have synthesized a set of strategies:

1) Reflect on individual experiences with animals, and nature.
2) Reflect on the connections between individual experiences and how this is shaped by 

systems of oppression. (The personal is political!)
3) Critically look at the curriculum you’re teaching. Ask yourself: Do your lessons allow 

students to learn about and reflect on their relationships and the relationships of 
humans to animals and the natural world? Integrate quality resources where needed 
to support your lessons. 

4) Evaluate the tools and materials you are using. Replace animal-based products with 
alternatives whenever possible.

5) Empower students to activate through art-making! Explore activist art and design 
lessons to address issues impacting animals and the environment.



Rachel Zollinger, MFA
University of Arizona
PhD student, Art & Visual Culture Education

Contact: rzollinger@email.arizona.edu

Soil & Seeds
collaborative temporary murals



Soil and seed mural at Albuquerque Museum, NM developed with University of New Mexico 
undergraduate students 



Native grasses and student stencil sketches



Students’ digital stencil files



Collecting soils and seeds for “paint”



Installation day and emergent community sidewalk mural



Pop-up murals Buriable newspaperParticipatory public art



● Local ecologies (natural and built)

● Botany & biology

● Geology & soil sciences

● Guerrilla gardening & seed bombing

● Street, interventionist, & public art

● Community-based/collaborative art

Interdisciplinary Learning Connections



October 28, 2021 – 7:00pm ET


